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LGBT Books

- *The Glass Closet: why coming out is good business*, by John Browne
- *The G Quotient: why gay executives are excelling as leaders* by Kirk Snyder
- *Gay Issues in the Workplace*, Brian McNaught

LGBTQ Films

- State of Pride (hosted by Raymond Braun) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_J48BIraG7A
- Stonewall 50 Series from The Clowder Group https://www.theclowdergroup.com/
  - Reel in the Closet, After Stonewall, Gen Silent, Before Homosexuals, Dangerous Living

LGBT YouTubers

- Raymond Braun -- https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCbj0oi9NY34z2JJ9EIYmwyQ
- The Rhodes Bros -- https://www.youtube.com/user/TheRhodesBros
- Tyler Oakley -- https://www.youtube.com/user/tyleroakley
- Hannah Hart -- https://www.youtube.com/user/MyHarto
- Ingrid Nilsen -- https://www.youtube.com/user/missglamorazzi
- Ello Steph -- https://www.youtube.com/user/ElloSteph
- Laci Green - https://www.youtube.com/user/lacigreen
- Aydian Dowling - https://www.youtube.com/user/ALionsFears
- Connor Franta - https://www.youtube.com/user/ConnorFranta
- Kingsley - https://www.youtube.com/user/ItsKingsleyBitch
- Julie Vu - https://www.youtube.com/user/princessjoules
- Janet Mock - http://janetmock.com/
- YouTube #ProudToLove - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mDm0zsw9viY

Executive Presence Books

- *Speaking Up Without Freaking Out*, Matt Abrahams
- *Leadership Presence*, Belle Linda Halpern & Kathy Lubar
- *Illuminate*, Nancy Duarte & Patti Sanchez
- *TED Talks: the Official TED Guide to Public Speaking*, by Chris Anderson
- *Resonate* and *Slide:ology*, Nancy Duarte
- *Presence*, Amy Cuddy
- *The Silent Language of Leaders*, Carol Kinsey Goman
- *Storytelling with Data*, Cole Nussbaumer Knaflic
- *The Well-Spoken Women*, Christine K. Jahnke
- *Moments of Impact*, Chris Ertel & Lisa Kay Solomon
- *Crucial Conversations*, Patterson, Grenny, McMillan, Switzler
- *Radical Candor*, Kim Scott
- *The Startup Pitch*, Chris Lipp
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TED and TEDx talks online

- Andrew Solomon at TED 2014  http://go.ted.com/CZ65
  How the worst moments in our lives make us who we are
- Geena Rocero at TED 2014  http://go.ted.com/CZLb
  Why I must come out
- Yoruba Richen at TED 2014  http://go.ted.com/CZ6M
  What the gay rights movement learned from the civil rights movement
- Morgana Bailey at TED@State Street London  http://go.ted.com/CZ6A
  The Danger of Hiding who you are
- iO Tillett Wright  http://go.ted.com/CZ69
  Fifty Shades of Gay
- Jenni Chang & Lisa Dazols  http://go.ted.com/CZ6P
  This is what LGBT life is like around the world
- Norman Spack at TEDxBeacon Street 2013  http://go.ted.com/CZLp
  How I help transgender teens become who they want to be
- Lee Mokobe at TEDWomen 2015  http://go.ted.com/CZLk
  A powerful poem about what it feels like to be transgender
- Ash Beckham at TEDxBoulder 2013  http://go.ted.com/CZLZ
  We’re all hiding something. Let’s find the courage to open up
- Alice Walker at TEDxStanford 2015  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ScG-lv9dCeY
  The Importance of Being Alice
- JD Schramm at TEDxStanford 2015  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V94RArrudWk
  The Winding Path to Parenthood
- Scott Turner Schofield at TEDx Houston 2013  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TWubtUnSfA0
  Ending Gender
- Nancy Duarte at TEDx East 2011  http://tinyurl.com/Duarte-Structure
  Secret Structure of Great Talks
- Amy Cuddy at TED Global 2012  http://tinyurl.com/Cuddy-Body-Language
  Your body language shapes who you are
- Frances Frei at TED 2018  https://tinyurl.com/Frances-Frei-Trust
  How to build (and re-build) trust
- Dylan Marron at TED 2018  https://tinyurl.com/Dylan-Marron-Empathy
  Empathy does not equal Endorsement
- Hannah Gadsby at TED 2019  https://tinyurl.com/Hannah-Gadsby-3-Ideas
  Three Ideas. Three Contradictions. Or Not.

GSB Online Resources

- LOWKeynotes Library (9 minute inspiring talks)  http://tinyurl.com/GSBLowkeynotes
- GSB Communication Lessons Collection (short team videos)  http://tinyurl.com/GSBCommLessons
- JD’s The Secret to Storytelling Success with Statistics  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aN3RfD8s5R0
  JD’s Concise Storytelling for Leaders  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LNOrVptnDco
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